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ACCESS Engineering PDF Yes with restrictions Yes - viewable content 

which is usually sections 

or chapters (the amount 

of viewable content 

varies by item)

Varies - ios and android devices 

using free Adobe X reader.

 To download you  need to convert the viewable content to 

PDF by right clicking and choosing the "Convert to PDF" 

option from the drop down menu. Downloaded content is 

for research purposes only; content is only viewable in 

sections/chapters; repetitive printing or downloading of the 

same content is restricted.

Books24x7 ExecSummaries: Adobe PDF, 

Text(*.TXT), MP3 Audio; 

ExecBlueprints: Adobe PDF, 

MP3 Audio;  Chapters to Go is 

not a part of our subscription, 

but just FYI, the file formats 

are: Adobe PDF, E-PUB; also, 

MP4 video.

Yes - ExecSummaries and 

ExecBlueprints

Yes, you can print what 

you download, for 

personal use only.

Kindle, Nook, Sony (Books 24x7 

features files that are compatible 

with these readers and provides 

links to the manufacture's sites 

for more information on 

downloading to these devices); 

downloading to other devices is 

possible, but the user must 

determine at time of download if 

the device is compatible.

Depending on the subscription, some chapter or full title 

downloads are allowed. This is on an item by item basis and 

is indicated by the icon         .     You may be limited (or not) 

on the number of downloads allowed. The downloaded 

material is only to be used during your subscription period 

and you must delete it when the subscription ends. If you 

do not see the download icon within the e-book you are 

using, then downloading is not allowed.          

CRCnetBASE (owned by the 

Taylor & Francis Group)

PDF Yes with restrictions Yes Varies - ios and android devices 

using free Adobe X reader.

Multiple copies can be printed for personal use only and 

must include copyright information; one copy/download 

per computer may be TEMPORARILY  downloaded and must 

include copyright information (temporarily usually means 

while your subscription is active, if the subscription expires, 

the downloaded content must be removed). You can view 

one chapter at a time.

Ebrary PDF - the file is encrypted 

when downloaded (not in pdf 

format) and Adobe digital 

editions software is needed to 

convert and read it. You must 

be signed in to Ebrary (using 

your WPI username and 

password) to download. 

Yes - you can borrow books Yes - You don't have to 

sign in to print (you do 

have to sign in to 

download) You can print 

up to 60 pages.

ios devices;  not compatible with 

Kindles

Single user Books that are downloaded are available for 7 

days; multi-user for 14 days; some ebrary publishers do not 

allow downloads. This is on an item by item basis; in other 

words, you may not know whether or not you can 

download a chapter or a book until you try to download it. 

Access to the borrowed book will expire at the end of the 

borrowing period. Books can be "returned" earlier than the 

due date.

EBSCOhost eBook Collection PDF Yes - you can borrow books Yes, but there is a limit to 

the number of pages you 

can print ( you do not 

have to be signed in to 

your personal Ebsco 

account to print pages)

Some tablets; Ebscohost website 

gives very detailed instructions 

on downloading to devices so it's 

best for users to refer to these 

instructions for specific device 

information.

Books can be "borrowed" for up to 7 days. They can be 

downloaded and viewed in Adobe Digital Editions (ADE is 

free but you have to create an Adobe personal account to 

download the software). You have to create a personal 

account in Ebscohost before you are allowed to download 

books.You must be signed in to your account to download 

(borrow) a book. Printing and downloading are allowed for 

personal use only. Specific publisher restrictions will display 

when a book is accessed in Ebscohost.
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Gale Virtual Reference 

Library

PDF, HTML Yes, usually limited content Yes, usually limited 

content

Varies - ios and android devices 

using free Adobe X reader.

Content is for personal, non-commercial, educational use 

only.

Knovel PDF; 3/2/12 Knovel is beta 

testing a new environment 

for viewing content which is 

not completely dependent on 

the the Adobe reader. There 

may be other file formats 

available when this goes live.

10% or 25 pages of title allowed 10% or 25 pages per title Varies - ios and android devices 

using free Adobe X reader.

"Excessive amount" of downloading or printing may lead to 

Knovel's suspending or terminating user access.

Safari Books Online PDF Yes, sections;  for individual 

personal use only, not to be 

shared.

Yes, with restrictions;  if 

you click on the print 

button in a section of the 

reader, only one page will 

print at a time.

Varies - ios and android devices 

using free Adobe X reader.

Sections can be printed, download or stored on the 

personal computer or device of the user, for personal use 

only.  A Section is the portion of the work that the user can 

view at any one time. Up to 250 words may be quoted in 

works by the User, provided proper citations are used. 

Instructors may post up to 2 sections on the campus 

intranet for students in a particular class, but only for the 

duration of the class or the subscription. This applies to 

print as well- up to 2 sections for class use.

SpringerLINK PDF Yes - chapters Yes - chapters Varies - ios and android devices 

using free Adobe X reader.

Our license allows unlimited downloads, but not 

"systematic" downloads, (i.e. downloading all books or 

posting books/chapters to our website is not allowed).  

Links to books/chapters can be shared, but not the whole 

content of a book. Printing allowed in REASONABLE 

quantities for research, personal, scholarly or educational 

purposes. Printing multiple copies for classroom use is not 

allowed.
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